Multiple Meaning Words

Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet

Read the two sentences. Choose the missing word whose meanings fit both sentences.

I brought back a beautiful ______ from my trip to Japan. I am a big ______ of tennis.

knife
screwdriver

vase
fan

We store our garden tools in the _____ at the back of our garden. Trees _____ their leaves in the fall.

court
shed

yard
box

Helping a friend in need is the _____ thing to do. The _____ side of the jacket is red; the inside is black.

right
wrong

left
top

The workers poured cement into a _____ for the curb. There's _____ on the bread.

flour
scissors

mold
saw

She woke from her bad dream with a ______. She gave the rope a quick ______ and it came lose.

begin
jerk

start
end
Multiple Meaning Words

Grade 4 Vocabulary Worksheet

Read the two sentences. Choose the missing word whose meanings fit both sentences.

I brought back a beautiful fan from my trip to Japan. I am a big fan of tennis.

knife
screwdriver
fan
vase

We store our garden tools in the shed at the back of our garden. Trees shed their leaves in the fall.

court
yard
shed
box

Helping a friend in need is the right thing to do. The right side of the jacket is red; the inside is black.

right
left
wrong
top

The workers poured cement into a mold for the curb. There's mold on the bread.

flour
mold
scissors
saw

She woke from her bad dream with a jerk. She gave the rope a quick jerk and it came lose.

begin
start
jerk
end